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Cancer, a disease caused by uncontrolled cell growth, is driven by

enetic and epigenetic disruption of cell cycle, cell death, and cell state

rograms [1] . Anticancer therapies thus strive towards simultaneously

argeting multiple critical nodes of neoplastic growth. These strategies

ypically include surgical and radiation-based therapies in combination

ith pharmacological approaches that target cancer promoting path-

ays, for example: targeting “driver ” oncogenes, such as truncal ac-

ivating mutations in specific cancers; targeting immune checkpoints,

uch as PD1 and CTLA4; and targeting barriers to cell death, such as

nti-apoptotic proteins like BCL2 and Bcl-xL. The development of these

ulti-modal therapeutic strategies enables the use of lower, better tol-

rated, doses of individual cytotoxic agents and decreases the long-

erm concerns of drug resistance in cancer. Therefore, the identification

nd validation of therapeutic combinations, especially pharmacological

gents that target oncogenic programs with desired low-toxicity profiles,

s an active pursuit in cancer biology. 

Cancer cell state is one such targetable oncogenic vulnerability. The

ltered differentiation status of tumor cells is among cancer’s signature

eatures and has been historically attributed to the activation of onco-

enic master regulators, such as c-Myc, and/or the loss of tumor sup-

ressive regulators, such as p53 [1] . Over the past two decades, though,

ltered cell state has acquired new meaning in tumor biology. The use

f specific tumor cell markers (e.g. CD44 and CD133), the use of func-

ional extreme-limiting dilution assays, and the ever-improving single-

ell approaches to study the underlying heterogeneity of tumors, have

ogether pointed towards the existence of a stem-like sub-population in

any tumor types. The presence of such a population remains hotly

ebated in cancer biology; however, in several cancer contexts, these

Cancer Stem-like Cells (CSCs) ” have been shown to share many biolog-

cal features of normal stem cells [2] . Of particular relevance to cancer

herapy, CSCs are thought to remain sheltered in a non-dividing state

ithin a tumor mass, where they escape therapeutic cytotoxicity that is

rimarily directed towards eliminating the rapidly-dividing tumor cells

2] . The CSCs can then emerge, often days and weeks after clearance

f the primary tumors, capable of seeding secondary drug-resistant tu-
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ors [2] . Targeting this sub-population of cells in tumors can thus have

ronounced therapeutic benefit. 

Is targeting cell state then a feasible anti-cancer strategy? Indeed, tu-

or differentiation as a therapeutic strategy is routinely used in patients

ith acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), where “differentiation ther-

py ” with all- trans Retinoic Acid (ATRA) has revolutionized the treat-

ent of this disease [3] . Pharmacological approaches that target mu-

ant Isocitrate Dehydrogenase (IDH) dependent tumors are perhaps an-

ther example of therapeutic “differentiation therapy ”. Expression of

utant IDH is a feature of gliomas, acute myeloid leukemias (AML),

nd chondrosarcomas, and promotes a differentiation block in these tu-

ors, in part, via inhibition of 2-oxoglutarate-dependent enzymes like

he JumonjiC-family histone demethylases [4] . Pharmacological agents

hat selectively target mutant IDH (one of which has received FDA ap-

roval) promote differentiation and block tumor growth in mutant IDH

riven cancers. Finally, in models of solid tumors such as the Nuclear

rotein in Testis (NUT) midline carcinoma, epigenetic reprogramming

ith agents that target histone-modifying enzymes (such as Trichostatin

) can promote tumor differentiation and impede tumor growth [5] . To-

ether, these observations highlight the growing evidence in support of

differentiation therapy ” as a viable approach in both blood-borne and

olid tumors. 

Consistent with these, perhaps one other example where “differen-

iation therapy ” has percolated into clinical practice is in the manage-

ent of neuroblastoma - an extra-cranial cancer that is derived from

eural crest cells. The clinical management of neuroblastomas includes

urgery in combination with other therapeutic modalities (e.g. radia-

ion and immunotherapy), and includes a maintenance regimen using a

etinoic acid (RA) derivative, 13- cis -retinoic acid – a known modulator

f tumor cell state. Unfortunately, despite its short-term success, this

olecule not only causes many undesirable physiological effects, but

lso ultimately results in tumor relapse, both of which severely limits

ts long-term clinical use. Identifying, an equipotent substitute for these

etinoic acid derivatives is of immediate relevance in treating neurob-

astoma. 
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Fig. 1. UAB30 promotes differentiation and reduces cancer stemness . 

Schema outlining the typical progression of cancer stem-like cells, in response 

to oncogenic and environmental stimuli, into an actively dividing population of 

cells that resemble ‘tumorspheres’ in vitro . Treatment with differentiation mod- 

ulators, such as UAB30, promotes a neurite-like differentiated state, which is 

associated with reduced tumorigenic potential. 
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[  
Recently, Dr. Elizabeth Beierle’s laboratory has begun characteriz-

ng the use of the Retinoic X Receptor (RXR) agonist, UAB30, in many

olid tumors [6 , 7] . UAB30 boasts of vastly improved off-target toxic-

ty profile compared to other retinoic acid derivatives, and has been

tudied in various cancer contexts. In their latest contribution (Maray-

ti et al. [8] ), the authors use neuroblastoma patient-derived organoids

o address the therapeutic utility of UAB30 as a differentiation mod-

lator. Their findings demonstrate that in two independent patient-

erived organoids, UAB30 treatment promotes tumor-suppressive fea-

ures, including reduced cell proliferation, increased expression of

ifferentiation-associated genes, and a functional decrease in a cancer

tem-like cells. 

UAB30 was discovered as a retinoic acid derivative nearly two

ecades ago and, prior to the studies by Marayati et al. in neuroblastoma,

ad been used in pre-clinical studies to target mammary, hepatic, and
enal malignancies [7 , 9 , 10] . Importantly, besides it’s canonical RA-like

unctions, non-canonical roles of UAB30 (e.g. Src inhibition [10] ) have

een associated with antiproliferative effects in other cancers. System-

tic mechanistic studies of UAB30 in the future will help distinguish the

elevance of such canonical and non-canonical functions in neuroblas-

oma. These mechanistic studies could be coupled to studies in a broader

anel of patient-derived xenografts both in vitro and in vivo to begin de-

ermining the extent to which UAB30 could prove clinically beneficial.

inally, relapse to retinoic acid treatment is one of the major concerns

n the clinic. It remains to be seen how sustained use of UAB30 will com-

are to existing RA derivatives in promoting durable responses against

euroblastoma. 

In summary, Marayati et al. ’s description of the use of UAB30 in neu-

oblastoma now represents another potential example of “differentiation

herapy ” in solid tumors [8] . These findings justify further mechanistic

tudies in pre-clinical models and follow-up clinical studies to explore

he therapeutic utility of UAB30 in neuroblastoma – and perhaps other

ancers. Such studies could yield tremendous clinical impact in disease

anagement ( Fig. 1 ). 
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